RE: Request for Information

1. Prebid meeting discussion referenced afterhours labor beginning at 4:30pm. Will the awarded vendor be required to work afterhours, is this negotiable upon award?
   **ANSWER:** Yes, contractor will be required to work after hours due to employees working during the day.

2. Function Drawings AV7.01 illustrates only a single source (Bright Sign Player) ingest into the video wall controller. Confirm the source for each of the three 1080P windows of the dvVideo Wall.
   **ANSWER:** One Bright sign player XT1144 with resolution 3840 x 2160 is sufficient to display three equivalent zones each being 1152 x 648 - 16:9 images or video. The overall resolution for the DVLED wall is 3456 x 648.

3. Function Drawings AV7.01 illustrates only a single source (Bright Sign Player) ingest into the video wall controller. Are there other sources which are not illustrated that should be included?
   **ANSWER:** There is just a single source required for the DVLED wall as shown.

4. Without creating a recess in the wall, a 75” display with mount will protrude greater than 4”. The included display has a depth of 2.799 inches and the included mount has a minimum depth of 2.25”. Can this requirement be removed from the specification so that the awarded AVC cannot be held accountable for a spec that cannot be achieved?
   **ANSWER:** The specification Section B.1.b reads:
   "b. Mount - Chief XSM-1U or equivalent to meet ADA standard’’.
   Bidders should use a mount such as the Chief LSTU or equivalent in conjunction with a recessed backbox which will be owner furnished to house the decoder.

5. Following the bid opening, what will be expected time period until the awarded vendor would receive an ITA or NTP?
   **ANSWER:** One to three weeks pending legal review and execution by the Health Officer.

   **ANSWER:** Approved substitutions as noted.

7. Request substitution of JBL CSA2120Z to Crestron AMP X300.
   **ANSWER:** Approved substitutions as noted.

8. Request substitution of Tannoy CMS-803BM to EVID C8.2.
   **ANSWER:** Approved substitutions as noted.